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Design – scale and incentives

• Jurisdictional and project;
  • Need to consider within the national context:
  • Projects provide learning framework
  • National and Sub-national including village/commune level contexts provides the framework
• Incorporation of local priorities but basic principles / framework set at national level
• Critical role for land use planning & documenting the existing use of land across a landscape and incorporation of different types of land use
  • Cross sectoral collaboration
  • Step wise approach to priorities
  • Each identified land use may require a different incentive and a different mechanism design
• Enterprises should be incentivized
Design – bottom up approach

- Community based programmes previous experiences can help design different benefit sharing mechanisms – CFM, PFES, PES as per other country experiences
- Balancing incentives / options from donors, national regulatory frameworks and ideas / consent of local people
- Limited transparency of system will hinder successful outcomes
  - Availability of information
- Ensure integration of FPIC is clearly defined and aligned with the benefit sharing mechanism
- Benefits will be temporal across REDD+ phases – e.g. social and capacity benefits in readiness phase
Benefits and rights issues

- Role of traditional & customary law needs to be accommodated
- Safeguards developed that further enhance tenure, rights issues
- Consideration of overlapping rights (resources, sectors, systems)
- Low emitters versus high emitters and those incurring costs should be identified and receive benefits
- Communities may be very capable of defining beneficiaries at their level – social inclusion of all groups
- Level of beneficiaries is from international to individual
- Economic development vs poverty reduction
Measuring performance

- Clearly defined criteria for distributing benefits against defined goals – land use change, conservation, deforestation.
  - Carbon very expensive target to measure
  - Provides a framework for indicators and approach to be applied.
- Human resources and technical capacities should be improved
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